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Conversational turn-taking is an integral part of language development, as it
reflects a confluence of social factors that mitigate communication. Humans
coordinate the timing of speech based on the behaviour of another speaker,
a behaviour that is learned during infancy. While adults in several primate
species engage in vocal turn-taking, the degree to which similar learning processes underlie its development in these non-human species or are unique to
language is not clear. We recorded the natural vocal interactions of common
marmosets (Callithrix jacchus) occurring with both their sibling twins and
parents over the first year of life and observed at least two parallels with
language development. First, marmoset turn-taking is a learned vocal behaviour. Second, marmoset parents potentially played a direct role in guiding the
development of turn-taking by providing feedback to their offspring when
errors occurred during vocal interactions similarly to what has been observed
in humans. Though species-differences are also evident, these findings suggest
that similar learning mechanisms may be implemented in the ontogeny of
vocal turn-taking across our Order, a finding that has important implications
for our understanding of language evolution.
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The evolutionary origins of language have been a source of conjecture for many
decades [1]. One challenge in reconstructing its evolutionary origins is the limited occurrence of many core linguistic characteristics in extant non-human
primate communication systems [2–4]. Although vocal learning has often
been considered similarly impoverished amongst our non-human primate cousins [5], this characterization is not entirely accurate. Indeed, robust changes in
the acoustic structure of vocal signals learned through sensory feedback, often
referred to as sensory-motor learning, is limited among non-human primates
[5,6]. However, other aspects of ontogenetic learning, such as call usage and
comprehension [7–9], are evident. Language acquisition is not limited to sensory-motor learning, but comprises a myriad of other learning mechanisms
[10 –12]. Identifying key similarities and differences in vocal learning across a
broader range of behaviours would provide a more extensive comparative dataset and, therefore, potentially inform our understanding of language evolution.
Vocal turn-taking is one behaviour that occurs both in human [13] and nonhuman primates [14–17], providing an unique opportunity to directly compare
its properties across these closely related species.
Conversations are a fundamental characteristic of human language and reflect
the intricate interplay that occurs between social behaviour and communication.
The suite of social rules governing the fluid exchange of signals, such as turntaking, are learned early in development through experience during social
interactions [18,19], and exhibit cultural differences [20] in humans. This aspect of
vocal learning is distinct from the sensory-motor learning that occurs for signal
structure [6,21], but does similarly involve modification through feedback from
others [22]. Many non-human primate species engage in an analogous behaviour
during natural vocal interactions [14–17]. Vocal turn-taking in non-human primates, however, has not typically been considered in comparative discussions of
language learning and evolution. Instead, the overwhelming emphasis has been
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(a) Subjects
A total of 10 infant/juvenile and four adult common marmosets
(C. jacchus) served as subjects in this experiment from 2010 to
2013. Marmosets were housed in family groups comprising a
pair-bonded male and female, as well as one or more generations
of offspring. This social organization is consistent with what
occurs in wild populations [30]. As marmosets typically give
birth to twins, all offspring were a part of a sibling pair. Three of
the sibling pairs were from one set of parents, while the other
two sibling pairs were from another set of parents. Subjects were
housed in the UCSD Cortical Systems and Behavior Laboratory
in social groups consisting of pair-bonded mates and their offspring in a colony of approximately 40 animals. We acclimatized
the offspring to the procedure from one to three months and
started recording them from 4 to 12 months. This time period
coincided with at least the three following developmental stages
in marmosets. Infancy in marmosets extends from birth until
five–six months, followed by a juvenile stage through to approximately 10 months of age and a sub-adult period that occurs until
sexual maturity at approximately 18 months [31]. We did not
begin experiments until infants freely entered the transport box

(b) Procedure
We transported subjects from their home cage in the colony room
to the sound attenuated experimental room using a metal wire
transport cage. All recordings took place in a 4  3 m RadioFrequency Shielded testing room (ETS-Lindgren). The testing
room is organized with two rectangular tables positioned at opposite ends of the room 5 m apart with a cloth occluder positioned
equidistant between the two tables. Subjects were placed on opposite sides of the room in plastic mesh testing cages (32  8  46 cm)
in which they were able to climb and freely move. Subjects were
always visually occluded from each other during these experiments. A microphone (Sennheiser Model ME-66) was placed
0.3 m directly in front of each subject to record its Phee call vocalizations. All recording sessions lasted 30 min and data were
recorded directly to disk for subsequent data analyses.

(c) Test conditions
This study comprised three test conditions that were repeated
twice a month on each subject from 4 to 12 months of age:
mother–offspring, father–offspring and sibling–sibling. In the
latter condition, siblings were always twins from the same parents.
The order of these six test sessions was randomized each month.

(d) Data analysis
We recorded vocalizations produced by 14 common marmosets
during natural vocal interactions that occurred between visually
occluded individuals (10 infants/juveniles, n ¼ 53 363 calls; two
fathers, n ¼ 7436 calls; two mothers, n ¼ 15 267 calls). Data analysis comprised two stages. The first stage involved identifying
vocalizations in the original raw recordings. For this phase, we
marked the onset and offset of all vocalizations in the original
recordings manually using RAVEN: Interactive Sound Analysis
Software (v. 1.3). The timing of these calls provided the basis for
analyses of the temporal pattern of interactions in subsequent
statistical analyses. The Phee call is the most common call type
produced by adults during vocal exchanges in this behavioural
context [15,17]. Individual pulses of calls comprising multiple
pulses, such as Phee calls, were grouped into single calls if the
inter-pulse interval was less than 1000 ms based on previous
analyses [29]. In the second stage of analysis, custom written
MATLAB (Mathworks v. 2013a) code was then used to extract
these vocalizations from the raw recordings and visually identified
by trained scorers as one of the four most common call types
produced from previous descriptions [28,32]: ‘Phee’, ‘twitter’,
‘trill’, ‘trillPhee’ or ‘other’. The four call types were labelled
if and only if the entire call group consisted of that one call
type. If there was a mixture of call types, then that call group
was labelled as ‘other’. These mixed calls are common early in
development [28].
In this study, we defined vocal turn-taking as the occurrence of
successive, reciprocal vocal exchanges between callers that occur in
general social contexts. For all analyses, a response was defined as
one subject producing a vocalization within 10 s of the other
subject. This duration is based on several previous experiments
indicating that calls produced within this time period are perceived as a response, whereas after this period of time it is
perceived as the start of a new vocal exchange [26].

(e) Normalized probability plots
To characterize the detailed timing of responses to calls (either
appropriate calls or interruptions), we computed histograms that
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2. Material and methods

and exhibited no sign of duress being separated from the family
group. This typically did not occur until four months of age. All
experimental procedures followed UCSD IACUC protocol.
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placed on sensory-motor learning for signal structure and comparisons with Passerine songbirds [23]. While this aspect of the
songbird system has notable analogies to some features of extant
language learning, its suitability in reconstructing many aspects
of language evolution may be limited. Birds and mammals are
only distantly related, separated by over 300 million years of
evolution [24]. Like the independent evolution of flight in
birds and bats, similarities in vocal learning between songbirds
and humans are due to convergent evolution, rather than homologous structures. Non-human primates, therefore, remain
pivotal to understanding language evolution.
Here we sought to test whether vocal turn-taking is learned
during ontogeny in a species of non-human primate—the
common marmoset (Callithrix jacchus). Like humans, marmosets never interrupt each other’s vocalizations during vocal
exchanges [15,17] and will coordinate the timing of their calls
relative to conspecifics to avoid environmental noise that may
affect the periodicity of these interactions [25]. In fact, the
temporal pattern of turn-taking is perceptually salient in this
New World primate species, as individuals will cease vocal
interactions if a conspecific’s response latency is outside a particular period of time [26]. The vocal behaviour in marmosets
also exhibits some key differences to human conversations.
Notably, marmoset vocal interactions in this context occur
over a time scale of several seconds [15,17], while turn-taking
occurs within a few hundred milliseconds in human conversations [20], and are limited to a single call type [15,17]. Given the
apparent parallels across these species in the social and communicative dynamics of turn-taking, this study sought to examine
whether the behaviour is learned in marmosets during development. Similarly to many other non-human primate species
[8,27], the acoustic structure of marmoset vocalizations undergoes relatively little change during ontogeny, suggesting that
the sensory-motor learning characteristic of songbirds is limited
during ontogeny [28], though the occurrence of dialects in
adults indicates that the capacity is not entirely absent [29].
Learning in this context of turn-taking would be a function of
enacting control over facets of the vocal interaction rather
than modifications to the signal structure.

To characterize the degree of reciprocity in vocal interactions, we
performed an analysis of the coherence between calling events.
Coherence provides a measure that reveals how predictable
one sequence of events is from another sequence, broken into
different periodicities reflecting the back and forth of vocal
exchanges. Each interaction was transformed into a sequence of
ones and zeros in discrete time bins of 0.2 s width, where a
value of one was used to indicate a period in which a call was
being made and zero otherwise (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S3a). Vocal interactions were recorded for
30 min (1800 s) and broken down into 10 segments each of
180 s for analysis. For each month, most pairs of individuals participated in more than a single exchange and in these cases the
vocal interactions were concatenated giving more sampled
trials (average 20 – 40 trials per pair). The power spectra of individual series and the spectral coherence between series were
computed using multi-taper methods [33]. Smoothing in the frequency domain of 0.025 Hz was used for the 180 s trial duration
(giving eight Slepian tapers). Significant peaks in the coherence
(as illustrated in the electronic supplementary material, figure
S3c for a single session) reflect reciprocal exchanges with a consistent phase relationship. The frequency of the peak in
coherence reflects the mean period of these back and forth
exchanges, while the narrowness of the peak reflects the consistency of the timing at that period. The height of the peak reflects
the strength of the interaction, which depends both on the
number of joint events as well as their consistency.
To quantify how coherence changed over months, parameters
of the peak in coherence in the range from 0 to 0.2 Hz were computed for each pair in each month. The peak value was first
identified in the range of 0–0.2 Hz. Then the half-width of the
peak was computed by decrementing or incrementing from that
peak location until half of its height was identified, and the halfwidth computed as the difference between these values. Then
the middle frequency of the peak was computed as a weighted
average of the distribution falling within the identified locations
of half height. The magnitude of the coherence was taken as the
peak value.

3. Results
We recorded 53 363 vocalizations produced by 10 common
marmosets during natural vocal interactions over the first
year of their respective lives, as well as 22 703 vocalizations

(a) Turn-taking in marmosets is a learned vocal
behaviour
The development of vocal turn-taking in marmosets exhibited
marked differences based on social context, suggesting that the
behaviour is learned. Broadly, infant interactions with mothers
included turn-taking at a significantly earlier age than with
fathers (figure 2). Responses to mothers’ calls in early months
tended to begin immediately following call offset (figure 2a;
peak response at 0.5–1 s), but slowed to a more adult-like distribution comparable to adults in the later months (figure 2b).
By contrast, infant marmosets were prone to initiate responses prior to the offset of fathers’ calls during early months
(figure 2c). In later months (figure 2d), marmoset juveniles
tended to withhold their response until the offset of fathers’
calls, but emitted their call immediately after this time.
Phee calls produced by mothers and fathers in this study
were approximately 100 ms different in length suggesting
that basic acoustic factors could not account for these differences (two-pulse calls 2.53 + 0.33 s s.d. and 2.66 + 0.37 s s.d.,
one-pulse calls 1.32 + 0.27 s s.d. and 1.37 + 0.28 s s.d., for
mothers and fathers in this study, respectively).
A key feature of human conversations is reciprocity and
its emergent rhythm [20]. Vocal interactions between marmoset parents and their offspring already exhibited significant
turn-taking behaviour even in the earliest months measured
(four months). We implemented coherence analysis to characterize developmental changes in this feature of marmoset
vocal interactions (see Materials and methods and the
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(f ) Coherence and power spectra analysis

produced by their respective parents. Experiments here
focused on naturally occurring vocal exchanges that occur
when marmosets are visually occluded from each other and
involve the reciprocal exchange of a single call types: Phee
calls [17,29]. The two most common errors evident early in
the year were frequent interruptions of parents (figure 1a,b)
and producing call types inappropriate to the context
(figure 1c,d). Interruptions by marmosets in this context may
be analogous to co-vocalizing described in human infant–
parent conversations [34], while the refinement to only
producing Phees may be similar to changes in human infants
from vocalic to syllabic sounds during turn-taking development [35]. Adult marmosets rarely interrupt each other
during these vocal exchanges [15,17]. Yet young marmosets
interrupted callers significantly more than adults until
eight months of age (Ranksum test, months 4–7, p , 0.05;
figure 1a,b). Difference in interruption rates could not be
accounted for by the higher frequencies of calling among
juveniles (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Likewise, it was not until the same age (eight to nine months)
that marmosets exclusively produced Phee calls during these
vocal interactions (Ranksum test, months 4–6 and month 8,
p , 0.05). Prior to this age, infants produced a myriad of
other call types (figure 1c,d; [28,32]) and exhibited marked individual variability (see the electronic supplementary material,
figure S2). Interestingly, juvenile marmosets produced fewer
errors during vocal interactions with their siblings than
with their parents. This was evident for both interruptions
(figure 1b; shown in magenta) and proportion of non-Phee
calls (figure 1c; shown in magenta). This suggests that the ontogenetic changes for these two errors are not likely a product of a
more general developmental or maturational pattern, but
reflect a distinct pattern of vocal learning.
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show the counts of response calls at different delays following the
call offset (figures 2 and 4). The histogram of the responses are
broken into 0.5 s time bins that are time-locked from the call
offset with the first bin having a centre of 0.25 s. The counts in
each histogram were normalized by dividing by the average
number of counts expected in each time bin given the total
number of calls and assuming random timing (i.e. the mean
count rate). The average height of the normalized histogram over
all delays would thus be one. Peaks above one indicate a response
was more likely than the average spontaneous rate while troughs
indicate withholding of a response. Probability histograms were
also used to quantify the response of the parents to normal
and interrupted calls from the juveniles (figure 4). For each
infant we labelled which calls interrupted the parent call, with
the interval of the parent call defined from the onset to the
offset, and in the case of two-pulse Phee calls including the gap
between two pulses, thus taking the offset as being the offset of
the second pulse. For the analysis of interruptions, we additionally
smoothed the probability histograms with a Gaussian kernel with
a half-width of 3 s.
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Figure 1. Development of vocal turn-taking errors. (a) A spectrogram shows an example of a vocal exchange in which a juvenile marmoset (ii) interrupts their
parent’s Phee call (i) by initiating its response prior to the completion of the call. (b) Plots the per cent interrupted calls during parent – offspring interactions and
sibling –sibling interactions from 4 to 12 months of age (blue: offspring interruptions of parent calls; green: parent interruptions of offspring calls; pink: sibling
interruptions of sibling calls). (c) A spectrogram shows an example of a vocal exchange in which a juvenile marmoset (ii) produces a non-Phee call (twitter) in
response to a parent’s Phee call (i). The call produced by the juvenile here is a concatenated twitter-Phee produced only in the first six months. (d) Plots the
proportion of non-Phee calls produced from 4 to 12 months of age. Individual circles plot data points for each individual, while the solid line plots the median of the
population (blue: offspring calls during offspring – parent interactions; green: parent during offspring – parent interactions; pink: sibling calls sibling –sibling
interactions).

electronic supplementary material, figure S3). This analysis
identifies the frequencies at which the reciprocal exchanges
have consistent rhythmic behaviour, as indicated by higher
coherence values (shown in colour scale in figure 3a–c). The
temporal rhythm of vocal interactions with parents showed a
general pattern of slowing and narrowing to a tighter, more
consistent frequency range from earlier to later months
(figure 3a,b). The most pronounced difference in vocal turntaking between mothers and fathers was a weaker coherence
for father–offspring vocal exchanges pooled over all months
(Ranksum test, p , 0.05). There was a significant slowing of
the rhythm of interactions that was reflected in the coherence
analysis by the overall decrease in the peak frequency of
coherence towards slower (lower frequency) periods, with
significant decreases for both mother–offspring and father–
offspring vocal interactions (figure 3d; Ranksum test, p ,
0.05). These changes in timing did not reflect changes in the
parents’ spontaneous calling rhythms, which maintained a

constant, slower frequency over development as the juveniles
adapted (electronic supplementary material, figure S4). The
timing of interactions also became more consistent over the
first year for all groups, as reflected by tighter concentration
of coherence in a narrower band of frequencies around the
peak and measures of the width at half height (figure 3e;
Ranksum test, p , 0.05).
While vocal interactions with both mothers and fathers
(light and dark green) showed slowing, those between siblings did not show significant slowing (figure 3e; Ranksum
test, p . 0.05). Additionally, juvenile spontaneous calling did
not exhibit significant changes over development for exchanges
with their siblings, while they did adapt for their parents (electronic supplementary material, figure S4c–e). This suggests that
the slowing with parents may be specific to adult vocal interactions and not simply reflect a general developmental trend.
In other words, young marmosets learn the rhythms specific
to communicating in each social context.
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Figure 2. Parent-specific patterns of vocal turn-taking. (a – d) Plots the normalized probability of the response onset for parent – offspring interactions either early
(4 – 6 months) or late (10– 12 months) in the year (colour scheme is the same as above). (a) Mother – offspring interactions; early months. (b) Mother – offspring
interactions; late months. (c) Father –offspring interactions; early months. (d) Father – offspring interactions; late months.

(b) Parents provide feedback to offspring on behaviour
during vocal interactions
Similar to human parents [18,35,36], marmoset parental behaviour provides feedback signals to offspring that could
guide learning. When a parent produces a vocal response
to their child, it provides a potential positive reinforcement,
affirming an interest in continuing the vocal exchange. The
absence or delay of a response would, therefore, communicate that the behaviour of the offspring was not appropriate.
We found that parents were significantly less likely to produce a response following an interruption of their own call by
their offspring, than during instances when no interruption occurred (Ranksum test, p , 0.001). Measuring response
probability, we found that although parents’ responses to uninterrupted calls were significantly above baseline within the
first 4–5 s, response probability following interrupted calls
returned to baseline levels only after 7 s. In fact, response probability did not rise above baseline levels during the entire
response period (10 s). This effect was evident for both mothers
(figure 4a; Ranksum test, p , 0.01) and fathers (figure 4b;
Ranksum test, p , 0.01). Analyses indicated that interruptions
effectively ended a vocal exchange. Following an interruption,
the probability of producing a Phee call was consistent with
what would be expected purely from spontaneous calling
(black dashed line, figure 4a,b). Thus, parents effectively ignored
offspring following interruptions. By contrast, uninterrupted
calls were likely to elicit a response. Thus, the information
necessary to reinforce appropriate turn-taking was available
to infants, with appropriate responses continuing vocal
interactions and interruptions being ignored.
One other error evident in infant marmoset vocal interactions with parents was the production of non-Phee calls.

Marmoset parents also appear to provide feedback during
instances when their offspring produce these vocalizations.
Analyses indicated that when infants produced call types
inappropriate to the specific type of vocal interaction
(i.e. not a Phee), parents were significantly more likely
to interrupt the offsprings’ calls (figure 4c; Ranksum test,
p , 0.01). This effect was particularly compelling given that
non-Phee calls were shorter in duration (mean 0.90 s) than
Phee calls (mean 1.84 s; Ranksum test, p , 0.0001). This
suggests that parents were implementing corrective measures
for both of the primary errors evident in juvenile turn-taking
and that this may have functioned to guide learning in this
communicative context, similarly to what has been observed
in human infants [18,35,36].

4. Discussion
Callitrichids (i.e. marmosets and tamarins) are among a small
number of non-human primate species that, like humans, pairbonds and engages in cooperative care of young [30]. These
social characteristics have been argued to potentially underlie
broader pro-social similarities between humans and marmosets that extend to communicative interactions [15]. As vocal
turn-taking involves monitoring the social landscape and coordinating the timing of one’s own actions based on others, it has
potential to inform not only our understanding of homologies
in vocal learning across primates, but the coevolution of communication and cognition [37]. Here we report evidence that
the vocal turn-taking in common marmosets is learned
during ontogeny and that its development is guided by
parents’ behaviour.
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Figure 3. Patterns of vocal reciprocity. Coherence in the timing of vocal responses is plotted in colour scale across months in (a) mother – offspring, (b) father–
offspring, and (c) sibling – sibling interactions. The following individual parameters of coherence are plotted from 4 to 12 months for mother – offspring (light
green), father – offspring (dark green) and sibling – sibling (magenta) interactions: (d) peak frequency and (e) half height width.

Turn-taking during marmoset vocal interactions is learned
during ontogeny. The isolation studies used in songbird
research to experimentally test specific factors affecting vocal
learning, such as tutoring [38], cannot be performed in primates
[39]. Here we interpret evidence of social context-specificity in
the development of two aspects of turn-taking as evidence
that similar learning mechanisms underlie the development
of turn-taking in marmosets. First, errors in vocal interactions
(i.e. interruptions and non-Phee calls) were significantly
higher in exchanges between young marmosets and their
parents than with siblings (figure 1b,d). Second, despite only
small differences in the duration of Phee calls produced by
mothers and fathers, infant marmosets were significantly
more likely to interrupt the latter (figure 2a,c). In fact, whereas
juvenile marmosets adopted an adult-like temporal pattern of
exchanges with mothers by 10–12 months (figure 2b), the same
was not true for vocal interactions with fathers (figure 2d).
Third, coherence analyses indicated that the rhythm of vocal
interactions developed differently based on the social context.
While vocal exchanges with mothers and fathers gradually
slowed over the first year of life (figure 3a,b,d), the frequency

stayed relatively constant during sibling–sibling interactions
(figure 3c,d). These patterns suggest the ontogenetic changes
are not simply due to a general maturational process, but
that marmosets learn the relative timing of their vocal
responses based on the nuances of the specific social context.
Similar to the ontogeny of human conversational turntaking [18,35,36], marmoset parents may play an important
role in guiding learning of this communication behaviour. Marmoset parents reinforced juveniles by responding to calls that
follow the species-typical temporal pattern, whereas interrupted calls elicited no response (figure 4a,b). Ceasing to
respond following an interrupted call effectively ended the
interaction, as calling returned to baseline spontaneous levels,
and could have signalled to juveniles that their interruption
was an error. Furthermore, when producing non-Phee calls
during these vocal interactions, parents were significantly
more likely to interrupt their offspring than when Phee calls
were produced (figure 4c). This behaviour probably functioned
as a signal to their offspring that non-Phee calls were not appropriate in the context of vocal exchanges, as Phee calls are the
only call type produced by adults in this context [15,17]. Data
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response to an interruption when the parents ignore the interruption and respond with the latency expected from their spontaneous rate. (c) Plots the per cent of
parents’ interruptions for Phee calls and non-Phee calls produced by offspring.

presented here cannot distinguish between the possibility that
parents are actively teaching their offspring or simply behaving
in a manner that guides social learning. Future experiments will
aim to more explicitly test these possibilities.
Communication is not a unitary process. The sensorymotor mechanisms that underlie learning the acoustic structure
of words, for example, are distinct from the acquisition of
various linguistic and social processes [10–12]. Yet animal
models of vocal learning have typically focused on sensorymotor processes underlying changes in the acoustic structure
of vocalizations over development [6], an aspect of vocal learning that is limited in non-human primates [7]. This narrow
view of vocal learning has diminished the significance of
social factors that affect the development of communication
systems [21,40] and limited a broader understanding of
parallels across primate communication system. A more compelling question may be why similarities with language are
evident in communication behaviours, such as turn-taking,
but the signals have only rudimentary linguistic properties
[2–4]. Given the constraints of the signals themselves, it is

the communicative behaviours and the social interactions
they mitigate that may provide the most substantive parallels
to language. Studies of how communication behaviours
weave into the fabric of primate societies, and its various
sophisticated social nuances, may be key to explicating the
evolutionary origins of language.
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